Post-Ste. Marie 2009 update from Fabre Minerals

This mailing ends the series of updates that include all the new things we found during the Sainte Marie-aux-Mines show. The last one included a portion of them and this one includes the rest.

Notable among them are the spectacular Moroccan Amethyst crystals with their double hour glass phantom, the Euchroites from a new locality in the Slovak Republic, the Johachidolites and Petalites from Myanmar (Burma), and, of course, the new Chinese Pyromorphites from Daoping.

Along with these we have included some other exceptional specimens: American Axinite-(Fe) and Fluorite, Russian Platinum, Brazilian twined Chrysoberyl, Nepalese Aquamarine Beryl...giving a total of 50 specimens, all of which have their special features.

To see them all please use this link:
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de Brasil, la Scheelita de
Yaogangxian, la Babingtonita, el Berilo Aguamarina de Nepal... hasta
completar un total de 50 ejemplares, todos ellos con algo "especial".

Para ver esta nueva edición por favor utilice este enlace:
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